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01 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
INTRODUCTION

SPECIAL INTEREST

1.1

This character appraisal has been produced for
Wollaston Conservation Area, a village centre
conservation area within the settlement of
Wollaston, Stourbridge following a survey of the
area which was undertaken in early 2016.

1.7

Dudley Metropolitan Borough Council (MBC) has
identified that the principal reason for designating
the conservation area was to preserve its village
character.

1.8

1.2

The conservation area is a significant feature of
Wollaston itself, the local area of Stourbridge and
the wider context of Dudley Borough.

The detailed analysis of Wollaston Conservation
Area as part of this process has allowed the
distillation of a series of key features of interest
associated it as summarised below:

1.3

This conservation area appraisal has been written
to provide a definitive guide to the special historic
and architectural interest of the area. It has
been produced in accordance with the guidance
contained within Historic England Advice Note
1: ‘Conservation Area Designation, Appraisal and
Management’ (2016). As such, it forms a solid
basis on which future decisions regarding the area
can be made.

1.4

1.5

1.6

4

This appraisal will be used by a range of different
people for different purposes. For local owners,
businesses and residents, it will provide a tool
to communicate the area’s special interest and
as a means of explanation of the reasons for
designation. It is designed to be an educational
and informative document, expressing what the
community particularly values about the place
they live and work in. It will also inform those
considering investment in the area in guiding the
scale, form and content of new development.
For Dudley Metropolitan Borough Council, it will
provide greater understanding and articulation of
the area’s character which can be used to develop
a robust policy framework for planning decisions.
It will be material to the determination of planning
appeals and to Secretary of State decisions,
including those where urgent works are proposed.
The document also acts proactively to preserve
unlisted building’s in the conservation area and
provides assistance in developing a management
plan for the conservation area by providing
the analysis of what is positive and negative,
and in opportunities for beneficial change and
enhancement or the need for additional protection
and restraint (including the use of Article 4
directions).
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• The quality and interest associated with a series
of individual buildings together with groups and
terraces of buildings
• The defined character of the historic core around
St James’ Church, the former school and vicarage
• The consistently small scale and massing of
buildings which creates a cohesive sense of
character throughout the area
• An overall consistency in materials, with red brick,
render and slate roofs most typical of the area
• The utilisation of local elements of detail such as
stained glass from the local glass making industry
• The pattern of streets as a tangible link to the
historic development of the area, including the
definitive, carved straight routes of the residential
expansion of the area to provide workers’
accommodation
• The individual character of streets as a subcharacter of the overall area
• The importance of landscape features such as
trees and hedgerows at strategic points within the
conservation area, such as on the car park site as
a means of defining streets, adding height and
creating visual interest
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02 PLANNING POLICY CONTEXT
CONTEXT
2.1

Wollaston Conservation Area was designated by
Dudley Metropolitan Borough Council in January
1991 as the extent of the area as seen today
(figure 1).

2.2 Section 69 of the 1990 Planning (Listed
Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act imposes
a duty on local planning authorities to designate
as conservation areas “any areas of special
architectural or historic interest, the character or
appearance of which it is desirable to preserve or
enhance.”
2.3 The act also places a duty on local authorities to
designate conservation areas where appropriate
and from time to time to review the extent of
conservation area designation within their districts.
2.4 The area’s ‘special interest’ forms its significance
as defined by the National Planning Policy
Framework (NPPF). The NPPF states that
councils should ensure that a conservation
area justifies such status because of its special
architectural or historic interest.
2.5 Within the definitions set out in the NPPF the
conservation area is a designated heritage asset.
It requires local planning authorities to identify
and assess the particular significance of a heritage
asset when determining planning applications and
to have up to date evidence about the significance
of heritage assets and the contribution they make
to their environment.
2.6 Wollaston Conservation Area has been identified
in Historic England’s Heritage at Risk survey which
identifies those sites that are most at risk of being
lost as a result of neglect, decay or inappropriate
development. The survey found the area to be in
‘very bad’ condition, with a ‘deteriorating’ trend
and a ‘medium’ vulnerability.
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2.7 This character appraisal provides this evidence
and will be used to assess any potential impacts
that may result from proposals, helping to avoid
or minimise harmful impacts and to exploit
opportunities to enhance or better reveal the
significance of the area and reverse its ‘at risk’
status. This information should also be used to
inform plan making by Dudley MBC.
2.8 The appraisal will also be used by residents and
local communities within the conservation area,
both as a guide for understanding their area and as
a tool for influencing plans for development.
2.9 This appraisal seeks to define the special interest
of the area and identify features that contribute
positively to, or detract from it. Many buildings,
spaces and other features of the historic
environment contribute positively to the special
interest of the conservation area as a heritage
asset, whilst a number may be regarded as
detracting from it.
2.10 It is not possible to refer to every building or
feature individually with regard to its role in
the area’s special interest. As such, proposals
for change regarding any development in the
conservation area or within its setting should
include their own assessment of significance with
reference to the appraisal.
2.11 The draft appraisal has been prepared in early
2016 and published for public consultation in July
2016, following which the document will be revised
to incorporate feedback received from the public
and key stakeholders.

FIGURE 1 | EXISTING CONSERVATION AREA BOUNDARY (OS) | NOT TO SCALE (NTS)

COPYRIGHT GETMAPPING 2013
LEGEND
Conservation area
Extended study area
Ordnance Survey historic mapping

FIGURE 2 | EXISTING CONSERVATION AREA BOUNDARY (AERIAL) | NTS
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PLANNING POLICY

Borough-wide UHLC Study

2.12 Significant work has already been undertaken to
understand the significance of the historic urban
and landscape environments at a local and regional
level. Below is a summary of the most relevant
studies which have helped shape this character
appraisal.

2.16 In January 2016, Dudley Metropolitan Borough
Council published a draft urban historic landscape
characterisation study for the borough as a whole,
which utilised the character areas from the
Historic Environment SPD and identified areas
of high historic townscape value and high historic
landscape value.

The Black Country Historic Landscape
Characterisation
2.13 Large scale historic landscape characterisation
studies such as that for the Black Country
are largely desk-based, making use of existing
documents, maps, aerial photographs and other
heritage information. The aim is to gain an
understanding of how places have developed
over time and to identify landscape types and
character areas. The information derived from
such studies can then be used to assist in the
protection and enhancement of the local character
and distinctiveness of an area when development
proposals are being considered.
2.14 Wollaston Conservation Area falls within the
Historic Landscape Characterisation ‘Stourbridge’
character area (DY04), at its north-west corner.
The study identifies the sandstone, mudstone and
conglomerate geology of the area and the typically
low-lying nature of the land in the area; albeit
Wollaston sits higher than the area as a whole, with
the land rising to the west. The study recognises
the contemporary development character of the
area as being characterised by mixed-uses, with
residential development comprising nearly two
thirds of the area, a characteristic that is reflected
in Wollaston.
2.15 The local significance of the River Stour (located
to the north of Wollaston) is highlighted, with
reference to its support of the growth of industry
along its banks, together with the importance of
canal infrastructure (English Heritage, 2009).

8
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2.17 The study took the strategic overview provided
by The Character of England map, produced
by Natural England as a starting point and
sequentially analysed a number of elements in
order to build up a broad picture of the “natural
landscape” and the “socio-economic landscape”
of the borough. Having defined these “landscapes”
they were considered and analysed in combination.
As a result broad “character areas” containing
a wide range of more localised landscape and
townscape “character types” could be discerned.
It eventually proved possible to define boundaries
for eight major character areas which were quite
distinctive one from another although often
sharing common characteristics in the form of a
variable range of different character types. The
character study describes elements that occur
across the borough, which include:
• Parklands, often built up on earlier rural estates
or post-industrial sites with war memorials,
bandstands and sports facilities
• 19th and 20th century services such as electrical
substations
• A communications network which has been built
up on routes established between the Roman
period and the modern day including rivers, canals,
roads, railways and all their infrastructure.
2.18 Wollaston Conservation Area lies within the
character area named by the character study as
the ‘Stour Valley’, an area following the valley
floor and sides of the River Stour, together with
an area of land to the south of the river, which was
reliant on the Stour for water power and mineral
extraction from the valley’s coal and fireclay
deposits together with fuelling industry from

Analysis

ironworks and brickworks to small manufactories.

2.21 The area of special townscape value for Wordsley
is shown in figure 4. There is a strong degree
of correlation between the conservation area
boundary and the area of special townscape value
in Wollaston, with additional land to the north,
south and west of the settlement included within
the conservation area, due to the highly residential
nature of the area.

2.19 This activity, together with more recent
development, which has included industry and
large swathes of residential development has
removed much of the evidence of the area’s known
Medieval origins. The topography of the area is
also dominated by the river, creating an enclosed
environment within the character area (DMBC
2006).
2.20 The document was informed by previous studies
undertaken to characterise the townscape of the
wider borough, particularly the survey of areas of
special townscape value, which was produced as a
technical appendix to the Unitary Development
Plan adopted in 1993 (subsequently replaced by
the current Unitary Development Plan adopted in
October 2005).

ysis
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FIGURE 3 | LANDSCAPE AND TOWNSCAPE
CHARACTER STUDY: CHARACTER AREAS | NTS

FIGURE 4 | HISTORIC
TOWNSCAPE VALUE | NTS

Landscape heritage area
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03 SPECIAL INTEREST
SUMMARY OF THE SPECIAL
INTEREST OF THE AREA

ASSESSMENT OF THE SPECIAL
INTEREST

3.1

Location, setting and topography

The detailed analysis of Wollaston Conservation
Area has allowed the distillation of a series of
key features of interest associated it. These are
summarised as follows:

• The quality and interest associated with a series
of individual buildings together with groups and
terraces of buildings
• The defined character of the historic core around
St James’ Church, the former school and vicarage
• The consistently small scale and massing of
buildings which creates a cohesive sense of
character throughout the area
• An overall consistency in materials, with red brick,
render and slate roofs most typical of the area
• The utilisation of local elements of detail such as
stained glass from the local glass making industry
• The pattern of streets as a tangible link to the
historic development of the area, including the
definitive, carved straight routes of the residential
expansion of the area to provide workers’
accommodation
• The individual character of streets as a subcharacter of the overall area
• The importance of landscape features such as
trees and hedgerows at strategic points within the
conservation area, such as on the car park site as
a means of defining streets, adding height and
creating visual interest
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3.2 Wollaston is a village located to the north-west of
Stourbridge town centre with its core around the
linear route of the A458 Bridgnorth Road which
passes from south-east to north-west through the
area.
3.3 Wollaston occupies a significant location in the
local area, marking the western urban edge of the
West Midlands conurbation, giving a diversity to
its setting: with a highly rural landscape a short
distance to the west along Bridgnorth Road and
the urban environment of the Black Country to the
north and east.
3.4 The topography within the conservation area rises
gradually to the west. The village occupies an
elevated position from Stourbridge in the east and
levels rise further travelling west along Bridgnorth
Road.
3.5 Views are possible south-east towards Stourbridge
along Bridgnorth Road and north-east along High
Street in the eastern part of the conservation
area, however the topography and landscape
features contains views westwards giving a
sense of containment in the western part of the
conservation area.
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FIGURE 5 | LOCATION, SETTING AND TOPOGRAPHY | NTS

Historic development
3.6 Wollaston is first referenced in the 13th century,
and was very much a rural area up until the 19th
century: accordingly Wollaston is very much an
‘industrial village’. The turnpiking of Bridgnorth
Road/Enville Street in 1816 helped catalyse
development but Wollaston today is essentially a
creation of the mid-nineteenth century onwards.
3.7 Wollaston fell within the parish of Oldswinford
and took its name from the Anglo-Saxon personal
name Wulflaf and ton, meaning farm. The earliest
recorded human evidence in the area is a Bronze
Age flint arrowhead found in 1960 at High Park
Avenue, although its reasons for being found in
the area are not known. The earliest documented
reference to the area was found in the charter
bounds of AD951-955, although Wollaston is not
referred to specifically by name.
3.8 The first reference to the lords of Wollaston was
in 1241 however the early lords were known to
live elsewhere. The village is known to have been
the location of Wollaston Hall, a manor house,
located to the north-east of the existing village
core. Photographic evidence shows a timber
framed building with a date stone of 1617 although
a building on the site is thought to have pre-dated
this quite significantly, possibly as far back as C!3.
The timber framed hall was later dismantled and
is thought to have been reassembled in North
America.
3.9 A township map produced by Dudley MBC
(figure 7) shows the likely extent of the township
of Wollaston in 1750. This showed a largely rural
landscape, dominated by arable farmland, with
some areas of pastureland to the eastern edge of
the township and a large common to the south
and western edge. Built form was restricted to a
modest area close to Wollaston Hall. A similarly
rural picture is presented by a plan thought to be
the earliest detailed map of Stourbridge, from
1782 (figure 8).
3.10 Although falling within the modern county
boundary of the West Midlands, Wollaston
historically fell within the county of Worcestershire,
close to the boundary with Staffordshire.
12
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3.11 Wollaston owes much to the patronage of the
Foster family of ironmasters who operated from
what had originated as Bradley’s Ironworks. This
was located east of today’s village (close to the
medieval manor house) between the Canal and the
River Stour.
3.12 William Orme Foster donated Wollaston’s church
and school whilst much of its housing stock
and public infrastructure accommodated his
ironworkers and others profiting from the industry.
3.13 The village as seen today is largely a result of C19
expansion, with the area providing workers’ houses
for the manufactories of nearby Stourbridge,
Amblecote and Audnam. Unlike many older Black
Country settlements, therefore, Wollaston was
not adversely affected by rapid industrialisation
and major change but rather owed its existence to
it. Such origins help explain the special nature of
the area and underpin today’s characterisation of
Wollaston as an industrial village.
3.14 The meandering Bridgnorth Road provided
an initial linear pathway for development, with
roads cut to the north and south on straighter
trajectories to allow for plot subdivision as part of a
more planned approach to later development. This
is evident on the first edition Ordnance Survey
plan (figure 9), which shows much of the area
within today’s conservation area already developed,
with the exception of parts of Bridle Road and land
to the north of Bridgnorth Road, together with
some individual plots within the Duncombe Street,
Cross Street and Cobden Street. This clearly
demonstrates how the area was subdivided for
piecemeal development by individuals, a fact that
is well represented in the varied townscape seen
within the area today, with different types and size
of property sat alongside one another.
3.15 The wider area was more rural in character
with little reference made to industry with the
exception of a spade and shovel works located to
the south-east of the village. Other features of the
first Ordnance Survey are Egginton Farm and its
landholding which occupied a substantial site to
the north of Bridgnorth Road; Wollaston Farm to
the north of Vicarage Road and Highpark Farm to

Prehistoric and Roman
• A Bronze Age arrowhead found at Wollaston

Anglo-Saxon
• A reference in a charter dating from AD 951-955 is the earliest record of Wollaston
• Wollaston place name is Old English suggesting a farmstead
• This was detached from Oldswinford estate relatively late

Medieval
• A large part of the township was common land, but the area near the River Stour was arable land with a strip
of meadow running alongside the river
• A hall was probably built in the 13th century, possibly including a crenulated tower

Early Post-medieval
• Late 16th century - Andrew Yarrenton constructed a canal to Stourbridge, choosing to avoid Wollaston Mill.
The canal only lasted a few years before flood water washed away the lock gates
• Wollaston Hall was rebuilt in 1617 as a timber framed structure
• Mid 18th century development appears to have been focused around the bridge crossing to Amblecote

Industrial
• 1772 Map of Wollaston shows Wollaston Mill, which is described as a slitting mill
• The Stourbridge Canal opened in 1779, primarily providing transport for the area’s valuable glassware and
window glass exports but also providing carriage for fuel and raw materials for glass and ironworking
• A settlement developed around the junction of High Street and Bridgnorth Road in the early 19th century
• St James’ Church, school and vicarage were built in Wollaston 1860, donated by William Orme Foster and
designed by architect G.Bidlake

Twentieth century
• Wollaston expanded through creation of new, long, straight streets across former fields in the inter-war
period
• Widespread building for housing commenced after the Second World War.

FIGURE 6 | HISTORIC TIMELINE
(IMAGE: BRIDGNORTH RD, STOURBRIDGE.COM)
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FIGURE 7 | HISTORIC PLANS: TOWNSHIP MAP
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the south of the village on High Park Avenue, again
set within an agricultural context.
3.16 A key feature both of the historic plans and of
the area today is the number of public houses in
the village. These include a number of premises
named on the first Ordnance Survey plan (figure
9) including the Barley Mow, the Britannia, the
Bull’s Head and the Rifleman’s Arms, together
with the location of an inn at the Gate Hangs Well,
although not explicitly mentioned by name.
3.17 By the second edition of the Ordnance Survey
(figure 10), further residential development had
taken place in a fairly restricted capacity, with plots
within streets being filled.
3.18 By the Ordnance Survey third edition (figure 11),
a tramway was recorded along Bridgnorth Road
and a light railway along High Street. Additional
development completed during this phase was
at a higher density than earlier houses, typically
in the form of terraced houses, like those along

Bridle Road, representative perhaps of the
increased pressure on land to provide for workers’
accommodation in the area. This period also saw
the start of the construction of Meriden Avenue
and with it, the corner plot which today operates
as a surface car park, but as indicated on plan
appeared to provide a small landscape space with
urinal, latrine and a water feature.
3.19 Significant change had taken place in the period
up to the fourth edition Ordnance Survey (figure
12). Previously open fields were incrementally subdivided by speculative development and individual
land parcels were developed and buildings were
erected in a piecemeal fashion. The historic
development pattern has led today to there being
a characteristic variation in building type and plot
sizes that signals the developmental history of the
townscape of this area.

FIGURE 8 | HISTORIC PLANS: WOLLASTON, 1782

FIGURE 9 | ORDNANCE SURVEY
FIRST EDITION C.1880S

FIGURE 10 | ORDNANCE SURVEY
SECOND EDITION C.1900S

FIGURE 11 | ORDNANCE SURVEY
THIRD EDITION C.1920S

FIGURE 12 | ORDNANCE SURVEY
FOURTH EDITION C.1940S

FIGURE 13 | OS MAP REGRESSION | NTS
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Architectural quality and built form
3.20 The local land uses are varied, including village
centre shops, restaurants and public houses, which
are principally located along Bridgnorth Road,
whilst the side streets are typically residential. The
townscape is overwhelmingly characterised by two
storey development of modest scale.
3.21 The Bridgnorth Road plays a significant role in
the conservation area. Whilst it renders the area
well connected and generates passing trade for
businesses within the settlement, it is a busy route
which also results in a great deal of road traffic
noise, pollution and a poor quality pedestrian
environment in parts (A).
3.22 The conservation area has a definitive core around
a collection of listed buildings at its south-eastern
extent. This centres around the Church of St
James, a grade II listed building dating from
1860 by the architect G.Bidlake and constructed
in a free Decorated Gothic style. The church
is constructed in engineering brick with a plain
tile roof with a north-west tower and limestone
dressings including a plinth band, quoins, cornices
and gable parapets (B). The church’s cast iron
railings and engineering brick and stone gatepiers
along Bridgnorth Road are also subject to a
separate grade II listing.
3.23 Adjacent to St James to the north-west and
beyond Belfry Drive, and sharing its material
palette, is the grade II listed Church of England
primary school, also of 1860 and by G.Bidlake, in
the Early English style. The school is single storey
and has two projecting wings (C).
3.24 To the immediate north-west of the school is the
former vicarage to the Church of St James, also
grade II listed and attributed to the same architect
and date. The vicarage is two storeys in height, of a
broadly square plan form with a plain and fishscale
tile roof (D).
3.25 Together the church, vicarage and school form
a distinctive grouping that anchors Wollaston
Conservation Area and creates a memorable
entrance to the village along the Bridgnorth
Road coming from Stourbridge. The setting of
these buildings has however been impacted upon

by congestion from Bridgnorth Road and the
construction of a budget supermarket on the
southern side of Bridgnorth Road, which has a
surface car park to the road frontage which results
in a lack of enclosure of the street.
3.26 To the south of Bridgnorth Road, opposite the
church, school and vicarage is a collection of C19
residential properties, some of which have been
adapted for business and retail uses and a public
house, which was historically known as the Cottage
Spring Inn (E).
3.27 The boundary also takes in part of King Street, a
residential street which contains a range of modest
terraced red brick and roughcast rendered C19
houses and with a pair of early C20 red brick semidetached houses at its junction with Bridgnorth
Road.
3.28 Travelling north-west on Bridgnorth Road, a key
node within the village is the roundabout junction
with Meriden Avenue and High Street (A461),
around which a diverse range of local restaurants,
shops and offices are found. The historic
townscape is entirely two storeys in height and built
to the back of pavement, generating a consistently
low level of enclosure due to the relatively wide
nature of Bridgnorth Road, giving the environment
an open and unoppressive atmosphere.
3.29 From this roundabout junction the conservation
area boundary diverges. To the north, it takes in
a short length of High Street and all of Wood
Street, a pleasant, narrow residential street with a
diverse range of house types including detached,
semi-detached and terraces, which use a range of
materials and building styles, albeit predominantly
constructed in red brick and render, as seen
throughout the conservation area (F and G).
3.30 These houses were developed individually or
in small groups and whilst there is an overall
sense of character created within the street, the
individuality of the buildings is a key feature.
Boundary treatments vary between open to the
street, low and high brick built boundary walls
with soft landscape contained behind. Parking is
found on plot and on street, relative to the size of
property.
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FIGURE 14 | KEY FEATURES (EAST) | NTS

3.31 To the south of the roundabout junction, the
conservation area takes in a car park and short
range of terraced shops to the north and a longer
stretch of shops to the south of Bridgnorth Road.
The car park site is bounded by a series of large
mature trees, which contribute significantly to
the area, including creating a sense of height that
is otherwise lacking. They also serve to visually
filter the car park, which could otherwise be a
detrimental feature of the conservation area. A
red brick terrace of shops to the south-west of this
car park provides a solid and attractive example
of early C20 buildings, with stone lintelled sash
windows to upper floors and bay windows to
ground, which have largely been replaced by
shopfronts (A).
3.32 To the south of Bridgnorth Road, the historic fabric
of the buildings is less intact, with shopfronts,
signage and replacement windows having a
significant impact on historic character (B). A
number of public houses are located along this
route, a key feature of the local area. These include
The Princess (C), The Unicorn and The Gate
Hangs Well, the latter being one of very few three
storey buildings in the local area, located at a key
corner site at the junction with High Park Avenue
(D).
3.33 To the south of Bridgnorth Road, the conservation
area takes in sections of Duncombe Street, Bright
Street and Cobden Street. These are residential
streets, comprising two storey red brick and render,
detached, semi-detached and terraced houses,
largely dating from the late C19, with some more
modern infill plots. Position of built form on plot
is largely consistent among the older properties,
with a small defensible area contained by a low
brick wall, or in some cases, railings and parking
on street. Postwar houses in this area are more
typically set back from the street with parking on
plot. Of these streets, Cobden Street displays a
more unified character, with a fairly consistent
grain of small terraced houses built to back of
pavement in red brick and render (E).
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3.34 Westwards beyond the junction with High Park
Avenue, the conservation area takes in a short
section of terraced houses on the southern and
subsequently, the northern side of Bridgnorth
Road, which step up westwards with the rising
topography in this area. These C19 houses display
a well preserved character and are contained
behind low brick walls with a small defensible space
to their frontage (F).
3.35 From here the conservation area extends
northwards along Bridle Road, including a large
detached L shaped house with gable defining the
junction with Bridgnorth Road. Bridle Road is
predominantly formed of red brick terraced houses
with small front gardens set behind low boundary
walls with parking on street.
3.36 At the northern end of Bridle Road are a number
of larger semi-detached and detached houses,
including number 37 Bridle Road, a detached,
double-fronted rendered house with clay tile
roof and arched portico and railings to private
boundary. This house is older than many of its
immediate neighbours, appearing on the first
edition Ordnance Survey (G).
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Key buildings and landmarks
3.37 There are a number of key buildings of interest
within the conservation area, most notably the
three statutory grade II listed buildings which form
a cluster at the eastern edge of the conservation
area: St James’ Church, the former Church of
England Primary School and St James’ Church
Vicarage which share a common and highly
distinctive material palette and stylistic approach,
having been built as a collection in 1860 by
the architect George Bidlake (1830-1892), an
architect that was known for church design,
particularly around the Wolverhampton area.
3.38 In addition to these designated heritage assets,
there are a number of further key buildings within
the conservation area. Number 83 Bridgnorth
Road, located on a corner site at the junction with
King Street, is a late C18 painted brick cottage
with modern shop front, which currently trades as
an electrical store (A). The building is recorded on
Dudley MBC’s sites and monument record.
3.39 The Gate Hangs Well is a three storey, public
house at the junction of Bridgnorth Road and High
Park Avenue. It is a substantial brick building and
highly visible within the local environment, attracts
views along both streets. It is also recorded on
Dudley MBC’s sites and monument record.
3.40 Opposite The Gate Hangs Well is 171 Bridgnorth
Road, a small, C19 townhouse constructed in
brick with a slate roof, which pre-dates much of its
surrounding context. The building is recorded on
the sites and monument record (B).
3.41 Number 37 Bridle Road is an example of a wellpreserved C19 Gothic revival house, faced in
white render with Gothic arched windows with
attractive window and door mouldings, a slate, side
gabled roof and iron railings to street. The principal
building has outbuildings to the north and south
which utilise the same stylistic devices.
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3.42 There are many other examples of high quality
housing within the conservation area, including a
number of buildings along Bridle Road, particularly
39, a solid, square plan villa with pyramid hip roof
and highly decorative window and door dressings
and detail. The building is partially concealed
behind a boundary wall which, like the building
itself, is constructed in terracotta brick, with
engineering brick base (C).
3.43 On Bridgnorth Road, a fine terrace of houses
running 130-148 , dated 1905 and entitled
Eggington Buildings is an attractive and well
preserved example of an early C20 terrace, with
an exceptionally high level of detail at eaves
level and with some fine examples of the local
glassmaking industry and decorative tile work set
within recessed porches (D).
3.44 Outside the conservation area to the north-west
along Bridgnorth Road are a number of further
examples of well preserved large residential
properties and a terrace of mid C19 artisans’
cottages.
3.45 Beyond the typical character of brick built late
19th and early 20th century terraces, there are a
range of buildings of differing architectural styles
within the conservation area. These include a
number of buildings dating from the period post
1920, including shops to the south of Bridgnorth
Road.
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Building materials and details
3.46 Brick is by far the most prevalent building
material in the local context, with red brick one
of the most characteristic visual features of the
area (A). Blue engineering brick is used as a
contrasting colour in many buildings, and often
incorporated within boundary walls. The cluster of
listed buildings around St James’ Church utilise
a blue engineering brick as the principal facing
material with stone window, door and quoin
details. Render also features regularly throughout
the area, this is typically light in colour (B).
3.47 Roofs utilise a mix of clay tiles and slate. There
are some limited examples of decorative fishscale
roof details, such as at the grade II listed former
vicarage on Bridgnorth Road (C). Roof profiles
are typically fairly shallow with side gables (D),
although some of the larger individually designed
buildings along Wood Street and Bridle Road
utilise more varied roof profiles, including
gables to frontage and pyramid forms (E and F).
Stone window and door dressings are typical,
in its natural form and painted. Although sash
windows would have been typical of the area,
modern replacements have been utilised widely
throughout the area which has undoubtedly had
a detrimental impact upon the overall sense of
character in the area.
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D

G

3.48 Although in the conservation area as a whole,
there is relatively little ornamentation, there
are some examples of individual properties and
even terraces which have features of particular
interest. This includes decorative timber, as seen
on a number of the larger properties along Wood
Street (G and H), stained glass which reflects the
local glass making industry and ceramic tiles, as
seen at Bridgnorth Road (I-L).
3.49 Commercial buildings onto Bridgnorth Road
have largely been significantly modified to provide
modern shopfronts and replacement windows,
which has not been sensitively achieved as a
rule. Modern buildings built within the area
since the latter part of the C20 have rarely
respected the building line or proportions of
the historic townscape and have used a wider
range of materials, including timber bargeboards
and imported brick which has not helped in
reinforcing the architectural character of the
area.
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Open space, parks, gardens and trees

Boundary treatments

3.50 The conservation area is largely urban in nature,
with the key landscape within it associated with St
James’ Churchyard and the adjacent greenspace
(A-D). There are also a number of mature trees
within this space that contribute to its character
including a series of pollarded trees along the
frontage to Bridgnorth Road.

3.52 Within the commercial core of the village along
Bridgnorth Road, buildings are typically located
at the head of their plots facing the highway with
built form located to the back of pavement, with
only a few examples of private defensible space
associated with the listed buildings which are
contained behind low boundary walls and railings.

3.51 In the wider area too, street trees play a key
role in the creation of a village character to the
settlement, particularly within the corner plot at
the junction of Bridgnorth Road and Meriden
Avenue (E-G). There is map evidence that this
space once provided a small area of open space
within the village centre with public conveniences.

3.53 Further to the west on Bridgnorth Road, residential
properties have a small defensible space, which
is typically contained by a low terracotta or blue
engineering brick boundary wall, many of which
enclose soft landscape features such as small
hedgerows, which contribute to the creation of a
village character.
3.54 On side streets, boundary treatments vary with the
size and type of property and its location on plot.
Terraced houses are typically contained by low red
and blue engineering brick walls. Larger properties
such as those found towards the northern ends
of Bridle Road and Wood Street have more
substantial boundary treatments with larger brick
walls, often with gatepiers and containing soft
landscape features which provide visual screening
from the public realm, creating a greater sense of
privacy and less of a direct relationship with the
streetscene.
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Character zones
The conservation area contains a number of areas of
differing character:
• Historic core centred around St James’ Church,
school and vicarage and their associated landscape
setting (A)
• Village centre, including retail and office
accommodation set around the key node of
roundabout junction of Bridgnorth Road, High
Street and Meriden Avenue (B)
• Predominantly larger, piecemeal housing including
detached, semi-detached and some terraced
houses (C)
• Predominantly smaller terraced cottages with a
greater sense of unity (D)
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04 ASSESSMENT OF CONDITION
ASSESSMENT
4.1

The condition of the conservation area is highly
varied. There are a number of examples of
commercial historic buildings focussed around
Bridgnorth Road, which have poorly designed
modern shopfronts, signage and outdoor
advertisements. Key issues include blocky, UPVC,
internally illuminated signage, banner signs and
replacement shopfronts that have used materials
and a scale disproportionate to the building. Both
individually and collectively, these alterations have
a negative impact on the building itself and the
appearance and character of the conservation area
(A).

4.2 The use of external shutters on commercial
buildings has had a negative impact on the
character of the area by adding unsympathetic
features to the most visible elevations of historic
buildings, whilst potentially concealing other
historic details. More generally their use is
particularly notable in take-away premises that
tend to be closed during the daytime, creating
blank frontages that result in a lack of perceived
activity and vitality
4.3 The (often incremental) change to buildings more
generally in the conservation area, including the
loss of traditionally detailed timber windows or
doors, or the removal of features such as stone
coping, has affected many parts of the area. As
part of the conservation area’s special interest is
expressed through such features, their loss has a
significant cumulative negative impact.
4.4 Less sensitive modern development which did not
respect historic building lines, proportions and
materials, such as the postwar shopping parade
along Bridgnorth Road also impact detrimentally
on the special interest of the conservation area
through their insensitive choice of materials and
elements of detail, together with creating an area
of car parking at the frontage which clutters the
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streetscene and creating a blank gable end onto
Duncombe Street (B) resulting in an inactive and
visually unattractive area. At the rear of the shops
on Bridgnorth Road is an area of car parking which
is poorly overlooked and unattractive, impacting
detrimentally on its residential neighbours. This has
resulted in the conservation area being identified
as ‘at risk’ by Historic England in their Heritage At
Risk survey.
4.5 External inspection suggests that the condition
of the listed buildings themselves is fairly good:
all are currently in active use and do not appear
to have any structural issues or have sustained
inappropriate redevelopment. The wider setting
of the listed buildings has, however, been subject
to change, including the introduction of a budget
supermarket into a site opposite and to the
west, located outside of the boundary of the
conservation area. This creates a large area of car
parking to the Bridgnorth Road frontage which
removes any enclosure or definition to the route in
this key location.
4.6 Elsewhere in the conservation area, there are more
high quality examples of retained historic buildings
which have been well preserved or adapted
sensitively to modern standards, particularly
outside the core of the village, along the western
extent of Bridgnorth Road, Bridle Road and in
parts of Duncombe, Bright and Cobden Streets
4.7 A key potential means of improving the sense of
history in the area would be to establish a shopfront
design guide and potentially seek funding for its
retrospective implementation. This could have a
hugely beneficial impact on the area which would
go a long way to dealing with the area’s ‘at risk’
status as determined by Historic England.
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05 BOUNDARY ASSESSMENT
5.1

Since the conservation area was designated in
1991 two additional studies have been undertaken
by Dudley MBC into the quality of the townscape
character of Wollaston. These studies identified an
area of ‘high historic townscape value’ and an area
of ‘significant townscape value’. A plan illustrating
these boundaries can be found in figure 4 on page
9 of this document.

5.2 The existing boundary of the conservation area
has been appraised with reference to both of the
boundaries associated with these studies, which
share core elements, but differ on their peripheries.
5.3 There are a number of properties within the
conservation area which it is considered are not
appropriate for conservation area designation
in their own right, but that removing them from
the boundary would not benefit the creation of
a coherent boundary. This includes a number
of postwar residential properties, which do not
contribute to the historic character of the area.
5.4 To the west of the existing boundary of the
conservation area along Bridgnorth Road is an
additional area that demonstrates special interest
and warrants inclusion within the conservation area
(A).
5.5 This includes a number of high quality, large
historic houses along Bridgnorth Road and Ridge
Street; predominantly late C19/early C20 in
age, together with a row of mid C19 terraced
artisans’ cottages (numbers 233-247 (odd)
Bridgnorth Road) and the Plough Inn PH, dated
1898. These additions are logical in reinforcing the
linear characteristic of the conservation area as a
settlement that grew along Bridgnorth Road and
are high quality, largely well preserved examples of
the architecture of the period.
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5.6 On High Park Avenue and Gladstone Road, a
series of detached and semi-detached houses are
proposed for inclusion due to their special interest
as large, historic residential properties (B).
5.7 A further area which would warrants inclusion
due to its special interest is a stretch of terraced
houses which extend northwards on High Street
as far north as the former Bull’s Head public
house, which was recorded on the first Ordnance
Survey and is presently operating as the Red Forte
restaurant (C).
5.8 It is proposed to include a short stretch of Meriden
Avenue and Egginton Road (D) which include a
range of detached and terraced houses of historic
interest.
5.9 In addition to the amendments to the conservation
area boundary, the character analysis has also
highlighted a number of individual buildings of
heritage merit, which, whilst falling outside of the
conservation area boundary, it is recommended
should be added to the historic environment
record. These are set out below:
• The Forester’s Arms public house: a two storey
C19 painted brick public house on the southern
side of Bridgnorth Road set at the western edge of
Wollaston on the Staffordshire border.
• 188 and 186 Bridgnorth Road: a pair of two storey
semi-detached houses with substantial chimney
stacks and projecting full height bays with dormer
gables into roof and ornate window and door
mouldings set behind brick boundary wall and soft
landscape.
• 184 Bridgnorth Road: single two storey stuccoed
C19 villa, three bays wide with simple window
mouldings, two bay windows at ground floor and a
shallow, Doric columned porch to a central door.
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Area B:

Area A

5.11 High Park Avenue and Gladstone Road: proposed
for inclusion due to the historic nature of large
detached properties.

5.10 Bridgnorth Road: proposed for inclusion for
architectural quality and historic legitimacy.
Provides useful counterpoint showcasing larger
properties at the western end of the conservation
area, together with a high quality run of terraced
properties and a well preserved public house.
Bridle Road and Ridge Street: included for
coherence of boundary and for preserved quality
of historic buildings (albeit it is recognised that this
will take in some postwar residential dwellings).

Area C:
5.12 High Street: proposed for inclusion due to the
historic nature of terraced properties and to
attempt to prevent the continued degradation of
the historic fabric.

Area D:
5.13 Meriden Avenue and Egginton Road: proposed for
inclusion due to the historic nature of their varied
residential properties.

06 MANAGEMENT PLAN
RECOMMENDATIONS
6.1

understanding for people coming through the
area and providing greater unity for those living or
working there

Wollaston Conservation Area is currently
identified by Historic England as being ‘at risk’,
meaning that its special interest is threatened
by inappropriate new development, neglect or
damage.

• Public realm enhancements to the streetscene,
with a particular focus on the site of present
surface car park at junction of Bridgnorth Road
and Meriden Avenue (A) and the roundabout
junction of Bridgnorth Road, High Street and
Meriden Avenue (B)

6.2 A number of key opportunities exist to enhance
the conservation area, reverse the ‘at risk’ status
and meet the objectives of the National Planning
Policy Framework, which states that “Local
planning authorities should look for opportunities
for new development within Conservation Areas
and World Heritage Sites and within the setting of
heritage assets to enhance or better reveal their
significance.”

• Introduction of street tree planting along frontage
to supermarket site to provide visual screening and
create definition of Bridgnorth Road (C)
• Opportunity for enhancement of green space
adjacent to church to provide more engaging
environment for local people (D)

6.3 For Wollaston Conservation Area, this could
include:

• Any changes to shopfronts or signage should be
in accordance with Dudley Borough Development
Strategy and ensure that signage, alterations or
replacement shopfronts use materials and a scale
proportionate to the buildings

• Amendment to conservation area boundary to
include additional areas as set out in section 5
• Implement powers under Article 4 of the General
Permitted Development Order to impose the
removal of permitted development rights to
mitigate further threat to the character or
appearance of the conservation area
• The conservation area lacks definition at present.
Opportunities exist to better define the boundaries
of the conservation area, through new signage or
a change in material palette that will signify that
the area is a coherent whole, providing better

A
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